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while on patrol, a call comes in for a woman who looks a bit hurt. she has a head wound but shes okay and
tells her rescuers that its a close call and shes grateful that its a stranger that saved her. the mystery is solved

when the police show up and make it clear that they know who the victim is, and since it was a routine call,
guedira must handle the investigation because this is one of the few times that a judicial investigation can take

place at night. a sensational case that has the cops battling it out with the criminals is not something that
guedira can afford to mess up. at its heart, the arsne lupin stories are stories of escapades and mysteries that

fascinate the readers imagination. the reason for the mystery and the intrigue is that arsene is a masterful
thief who performs his capers in a cloak of darkness and is always left to escape unscathed. theres something

extra special about arsene lupin though, theres the element of romanticism. we know that arsene is more
interested in women than in crimes, in life than in theft and in love than in profit. this is the real arsene lupin,

the one that intrigues the hearts of women and captivates the imaginations of men. when marcel finds his
girlfriend dead at the side of the road, it suddenly seems that all his dreams are coming true. enter noire, a

cute young singer with a deep sorrowful voice that seems to have struck a chord with marcel. noire is
concerned about marcel because he may be the one that can bring her heartache to an end. from the get go,

noire and marcel are a perfect match. they both love chess, they both love wine, and they both love each
other. so their get together is inevitable. just dont get the wrong ideas. this isnt an episode of flowers n hugs it

is a story of real love and of passion.
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peel is still on the case, and after his bumbling (except with the low level police detective) he gets a more
seasoned professional, julien, to help him find victoria. julien was a friend of phillip who got him the job as

head of the royal police. he comes from a long line of police. he was less interested in getting to the bottom of
the case than in having victoria all to himself. victoria has the pick of the litter, a young police officer who is a
bit young for her and who is proving himself a competent detective. victoria is focused on her job, and the rest

of the story is devoted to her, except for a few dramatic events, like when peel and julien foil a drugs bust.
julien was still thinking about his harem, and wasnt at all pleased that victoria had a new toy. peel has made
an appointment with the french ambassador to request a meeting, but instead he is taken by surprise by the
royal party as they bring in a breakfast tray for victoria. the ambassador is the cousin of louis philippe, and he

is outraged to learn that victoria is claiming that she is a queen. she says she is a princess, but the french
nobles dont believe her, and they are very interested in helping her prove her case. peel and julien work their
way through the crowd, but none of the french people believe victoria is a queen. she needs to get to the king
to get her throne back, and victorias plan is to crash the royal party, and get to the king while he is alone and
unarmed. peel and julien finally have a chance to talk to the ambassador, and he is very interested in victoria,
and he wants to help. he tells them that he knows where victoria is. they follow him to the guest house where
he tells them to meet him there in one hour. peel is dubious, but he agrees. by the time they get there, it is

clear that this is a trap. victoria is being held there, and the new servants are the people who are holding her.
they are a gang of thugs, and they have plans for victoria. she is being held in a room away from the crowd,

and she is able to escape, and make it back to peel and julien. the ambassador and his aides are arrested, and
in the confusion, they go down with the ship and victoria is free. she is safe, but her identity has been

compromised. 5ec8ef588b
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